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Abstract. This paper presents the free/open source remote sensing library Orfeo ToolBox and   
exploits its capability for change detection applications. This open source library is written in C++ 
programming language and contains a multitude of image processing algorithms. A presentation 
and evaluation of the existing change detection algorithms took place at first. The algorithm   
structure involved three stages: pre-processing, processing and post-processing. At the               
pre-processing stage four image transformations were implemented: Magnitude Difference,      
Tasseled Cap, Colour Difference and Band-Slope Difference, at the processing stage the               
algorithms of Normalized Ratio and Normalized Difference were programmed in order to derive 
the changes and at the post-processing stage the binary thresholding, connected component         
labeling and elimination of small segments took place. All the algorithms were applied on           
Ikonos-2 imagery of years 2000 and 2007, in the Attica region (Attiki Odos construction site).   
The results were judged satisfactory in comparison to photo interpretation. 
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1. Introduction 

Digital change detection encompasses the quantification of multi-temporal phenomena from      
multi-date imagery that is most commonly acquired by satellite-based multi-spectral sensors [1]. 
Nowadays, a lot of satellite data with high resolution analysis are available. Thus, achieving      
automation in the change detection process becomes even more crucial in order to assist a human 
analyst in searching through data for significant changes at much higher speeds. 

A great number of change techniques have been developed both pixel-based and object-based. 
Concerning the pixel-based methods, a number of different methods have been developed such as 
image differencing, image regression, image rationing, vegetation index differencing, change vector 
analysis (CVA) and background subtraction. These algorithms have a common characteristic, i.e. 
selecting thresholds to determine the change areas [2]. As for the object-based methods, they are 
based on object-region segmentation such as: object-based classification [3], automatic change    
detection of buildings using existing geodata and prior knowledge [4]. Finally, many different  
state-of-the-art change detection methods have been developed using combinations of different   
image processing algorithms [5].  

Orfeo ToolBox (OTB) is distributed as a free/open source library (under the CeCILL license) of 
remote sensing and image processing algorithms. OTB has been developed by CNES at 2006, it is 
implemented in C++ and is mainly based on the ITK library (Insight Toolkit). The Orfeo library is 
intensively tested on several platforms such as Linux, Unix and Windows. Most functionalities are 
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also adapted to process huge images without the need for a supercomputer using streaming and 
multi-threading as often as possible [6]. 

The objective of this paper was to develop algorithms that realize change detection techniques at 
the OTB platform. For that reason a series of pixel-based change detection methods have been    
developed according to the OTB development requirements. The methodology involved three     
different stages: pre-processing, processing and post-processing. At the pre-processing stage four 
algorithms, available in commercial software [7], were adapted and programmed: Magnitude      
Difference, Tasseled Cap, Colour Difference and Band-Slope. Then at the processing stage the    
algorithms of Normalized Ratio and Normalized Difference were used in order to derive the 
changes. Finally, at the post-processing stage binary thresholding, connected component labeling 
and elimination of small segments took place. 
The study area was a part of the Attiki Odos construction site in Attica region, Greece. Two cloud-
free multispectral Ikonos-2 images depicting the specific area were used with acquisition dates 17th 
May 2000 and 05th July 2007, respectively. The images of this dataset have the same resolution 
(the pixel size is 1 meter), the same satellite angle, the sun angle is about the same and the time that 
the two images were taken is also about the same. These specific conditions make the dataset ideal 
for change detection, since weather and satellite conditions were about the same. Figure 1 shows the 
study area during construction and after construction. 

Figure 1: Left the Ikonos-2 RGB(321) image of year 2000. Right the Ikonos-2 RGB (321) image of year 2007. 

 
The IKONOS-2 sensor has closely co-registered one-meter panchromatic and four-meter    

multispectral (blue, green, red, near-infrared) bands. The high resolution Ikonos-2 imagery helps the 
development of pixel based change detection methods. Ikonos data combination offers advantages 
in the elimination of certain false alarms, as the high resolution data contains many details of the 
region [8]. 

The change detection algorithms are very sensitive to every change of intensity or false        
registration. That is why before any process begins, geometric and radiometric corrections were  
implemented in the pair of Ikonos-2 imagery. 

2. Methodology 

The change detection approach presented in this paper has three individual steps. At first, the initial 
data were transformed from the four band images to one band image which contained specific     
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information. The transformation of the images was achieved by four different algorithms:         
Magnitude Difference, Tasseled Cap, Colour Difference and Band-Slope Difference. Each       
transformation enhanced different characteristics of the image as will be explained below. Then, the 
transformed data were processed by the two change detection algorithms: Normalized Difference 
and Normalized Ratio. All the pre-processing methods were pixel based. The two processing   
methods (Normalized Ratio and Difference) were context based in the sense that local means were 
used instead of the pixel values. Finally, at the post-processing stage binary thresholding, connected 
component labeling and elimination of small segments took place. The programs and the classes 
were developed according to the OTB (3.12 release) development requirements. The whole process 
flow chart is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Process flow chart. 

2.1. Pre-processing 

2.1.1. Magnitude Difference algorithm 

The specific algorithm computes the sum of the square of all the brightness values in all bands for 
every pixel of the image. 
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M(i,j) = √∑(BVijk)² 
 
where: M: magnitude difference value 
            BV: brightness values 
           (i,j): the row and the column of every pixel of the image 
            k: the specific band of the image 
  

The result of the specific algorithm contained all the information that existed in the initial image, 
as the sum used the intensity value of all bands. It works well for many types of phenomena that 
change the brightness value of all pixels in all spectral bands. The algorithm can also identify the 
number of bands of the image at the execution time, so the code can be used from any satellite data 
and not only Ikonos-2 imagery [7]. Figure 3 shows the results of Magnitude Difference Algorithm 
for years 2000 and 2007. 

 

Figure 3: Left the result of Magnitude Difference algorithm for year 2000. Right the same for year 2007. 

 

2.1.2. Tasseled Cap algorithm 

The basic idea behind the Tasseled Cap transformation is to take an image and perform an affine 
transformation on a pixel-by-pixel basis. After calculating the principal components of 195        
multispectral IKONOS-2 images, and finding the least squares fit to the results, the transformation, 
shown in Figure 4, was developed [9]: 

 

Figure 4: The transformation matrix. 
 

According to Horne [9], the first two bands of the Tasseled Cap transform, include the main    
information of the image. The result of the first Tasseled Cap component was very similar to an  
Ikonos-2 pan image. The second Tasseled Cap component was found to be very useful in            
distinguishing different surface types. The advantages of the Tasseled Cap transform are the        
reduction of data redundancy between bands and the emphasis of non-correlated information in the 
derived components. The disadvantages of Tasseled Cap are the difficulty to interpret and label 
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change information and the requirement of thresholding to identify the changed areas [2]. The      
algorithm programmed at Orfeo platform, computed the first two components of Tasseled Cap 
transform, according to Horne's transformation matrix for Ikonos-2 imagery. Figure 5 shows the 
results of the first Tasseled Cap component for years 2000 and 2007. 

 

 
Figure 5: Left the result of first Tasseled Cap component for year 2000. Right the same for year 2007. 

2.1.3. Colour Difference algorithm 

The basic idea behind the Colour Difference Algorithm is to compute for every different band the 
spectral angle transform. The specific algorithm highlights changes in scene objects that are         
predominated by one primary colour: 

 
cos(ai) = Pi / √(∑(Pk²)) 

 
where: ai: the spectral angle of the specific band  
            Pi: the brightness value of a specific band 
  

The algorithm gives very good results in high resolution imagery since such imagery each       
individual pixel corresponds to a unique material and thus it is a pure pixel with a specific primary 
colour [7].  

The algorithm that was programmed for this method, computed the transformation angle for 
each of the four different bands. Figure 6 shows the results of Colour Difference Algorithm applied 
to blue band for years 2000 and 2007. 

Figure 6: Left the result of Colour Difference Algorithm applied to blue band for year 2000. Right the same for year 
2007. 
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2.1.4. Band – Slope Difference algorithm 

The basic idea behind the Band Slope Algorithm provides a pixel based simple band-slope change 
detection algorithm. The band slope is computed as following [7]: 

 
D[i] = BVk+1[ i] - BVk [ i ] 

 
where: D: Band – Slope Difference Value 
            BV: the brightness value 
            k: the specific band 
            i: every pixel of the image 

 
The algorithm was reported to produce very good results in data, where the differences between 

subsequent bands of the two images are significant. Figure 7 shows the results of Band – Slope    
Algorithm applied to green - red bands for years 2000 and 2007. 

Figure 7: Left the result of Band-Slope Difference algorithm applied to red-green band for year 2000. Right the same 
for year 2007. 

2.2. Processing 

The transformed data derided from the pre-processing stage, at this step were imported to the 
change detection algorithms of Normalized Ratio and Normalized Difference. The classes that were 
developed for that reason took two images with the same dimension as an input and produced a new 
grayscale image where the white regions represent the change area and the black the non change. 

2.2.1. Normalized Difference algorithm 

The algorithm calculated the mean of a region in both images and then substantiated the normalized 
difference between them. In order to make the algorithm robust to noise, one actually uses local 
means instead of pixel values [6]. 

 
Diff = (meanA -meanB)/meanA + (meanA -meanB)/meanB 

 
where: meanA, meanB are the means of specific regions 
 

The size of the region was determined by the user at the execution time. The results show below 
use 3x3 pixel regions. Using high resolution Ikonos-2 data, the user is expected to use a small size 
region as the information given by the data is very detailed.  The advantages of the algorithm are its 
simple and straightforward computation and the easy interpretation of the results [2]. 
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2.2.2. Normalized Ratio algorithm 

The method was about the same as the above. A region was selected from the two images and then 
the normalized ratio was applied. 

 
Ratio = (meanA – meanB) / (meanA + meanB) 

 
where: meanA, meanB are the means of a specific regions. 

 
After the execution of the algorithm, a new grayscale image was produced, having white colour 

at the change regions and black at the not changed regions. The advantages of the algorithm are the 
reduction of the Sun angle, shadow and topography impacts to the final image. On the other hand 
the non-normal distribution of the produced result was often criticized [2]. 

2.3. Programming in Orfeo ToolBox 

In this section examples are given from the Orfeo Toolbox program struction. All programs using 
OTB are handled using the CMake system that is why the creation of a CMakeLists.txt file is     
necessary in order to compile the program. Figure 8 shows the form that the CMake file has to    
follow. 
  

 
Figure 8: The form of CMake file. 

 
OTB is designed to read images, process them and write them to disk or view the result. While 

data objects, such as images, are used to represent data, process objects are classes that operate on 
data objects and may produce new data objects. Data processing pipeline is the mechanism that 
OTB uses in order to process the objects. It ties together data objects (e.g., images and meshes) and 
process objects. The pipeline supports an automatic updating mechanism that causes a filter to    
execute if and only if its input or its internal state changes. Furthermore, data pipeline supports 
streaming, the ability to automatically break data into smaller pieces, process the pieces one by one, 
and reassemble the processed data into a final result. 

Generic programming is the method that OTB platform is organized. The essential ideas of    
generic programming are containers to hold data, iterators to access the data and generic algorithms 
that use containers and iterators to create efficient, fundamental algorithms. Generic programming 
is implemented in C++ with the template programming mechanism and the use of the STL      
(Standard Template Library) [6]. 

C++ templating is a programming technique allowing users to write software in terms of one or 
more unknown types T. To create executable code, the user of the software must specify all types T 
(known as template instantiation) and successfully process the code with the compiler. The T may 
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be a native type such as float or int, or T may be a user-defined type (e.g., class). At compile-time, 
the compiler makes sure that the templated types are compatible with the instantiated code and that 
the types are supported by the necessary methods and operators [6]. 

Orfeo Toolbox depends on several libraries: ITK, GDAL, OSSIM, Fltk, gettext. It is based on 
ITK as the fast one is used as the core element of OTB and also, OTB classes inherit from ITK 
classes. Figure 9 shows two examples of executable programs with some of the header files that 
were used and the use of iterators in order to access image data [6]. 

Figure 9: Left a part of the executable program for Magnitude Difference algorithm. Right the same for Normalized 
Difference algorithm. 

3. Results 

The present approaches show satisfactory results since the constructed highway have been detected. 
To evaluate the different methods certain post-processing techniques were implemented at this 
stage: binary thresholding and connected component labeling. Binary thresholding was applied to 
all the previous outcomes in order to highlight the changed areas.  Connected component labeling 
was carried out to create segments of the thresholded outcomes. A small segment elimination      
procedure has been implemented to eliminate very small segments. To evaluate the final results a 
proper visualization of the highway segments was made portraying the highway with red colour 
over the 2007 image. 

Figure 10 shows the combination of pre-processing by magnitude difference and processing by 
Normalized Difference. Along the side of the highway the changes are shown with white colour on 
the binary thresholded image and with red colour on the 2007 image. The results are judged        
satisfactory. 

Figure 11 shows the combination of pre-processing by Tasseled Cap (first component) and 
processing by Normalized Difference. The changes were represented with white colour on the     
binary thresholded image and with red colour on the 2007 image. The post-processed product is 
quite good around the highway region. 
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Figure 10: Left pre-processing by Magnitude Difference and processing by Normalized Difference. Right the same after 
post-processing. 

 
Figure 11: Left pre-processing by Tasseled Cap (first band) and processing by Normalized Difference. Right the       

same after post-processing. 
 
To choose the optimal of the rest of the pre-processing algorithms, it was required to select the 

appropriate band. For that reason, a number of characteristic points along the highway were selected 
and their brightness values were analyzed as shown in Figure 12. It is observed that the blue band 
(band 1) had the largest differences between the two specific images. (This is also the reason for 
which the blue band was chosen earlier for the Primary Colour transformation). On the other hand, 
the largest slope between subsequent bands appears between the red-green bands (2, 3 bands) for 
the specific images. (Therefore this is the reason that the Band – Slope Difference Algorithm was 
earlier applied to red-green bands). 

Figure 12: Diagram of brightness pixel values. 
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Figure 13 shows the combination of pre-processing by Primary Colour Difference (blue band) 
and processing by Normalized Ratio. The changes were represented with white colour on the binary 
thresholded image and with red colour on the 2007 image. The post-processed product was         
satisfactory but not as good as the results of the two previous methods. 

 

 

Figure 13: Left pre-processing by Primary Colour Difference (blue band) and processing by Normalized Ratio. Right 
the same after post-processing. 

 
Figure 14 shows the combination of pre-processing by Band-Slope Difference Algorithm (red-

green bands) and processing by Normalized Ratio. The changes were represented with white colour 
on the binary thresholded image and with red colour on the 2007 image. The post – processed    
product was the worst of all the previous methods, as the commission error had the higher value. 

 

Figure 14: Left pre-processing by Band-Slope Difference (red-green bands) and processing by Normalized Ratio. Right 
the same after post-processing. 

  
All the methods were evaluated by photo interpretation. A series of characteristic regions were 

selected and the commission and omission errors were estimated for each final outcome.             
The following results were produced. 
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Table 1. Result of pre-processing by agnitude Di d proce malized Difference method. 
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Table 2. Result of pre-p sing by Tasseled rocessin zed Difference method. 
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Table 3. Result of pre-proce ng by Primary Colo ence and  Normalized Ratio method. 
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Table 4. Result of pre-processing by Band-Slop ce and pr ormalized Ratio method 
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Not Change 34% ------ 

 

    

   
relatively high for some methods because of the use of “means” by the change detection algorithms. 

lou thanks ESA for her sponsorship in order to participate at the 32nd 
EARSeL Symposium. 

4. Conclusions 

The best change detection results were produced by the following combinations: pre–processing 
Magnitude Difference – processing Normalized Difference and pre-processing Tasseled Cap –  
processing Normalized Difference as the percentages of correct detection of highway changes were 
the highest. The combination of algorithms that gave the worst change detection results was the one 
of pre-processing by Band-Slope and processing by Normalized Ratio. The specific method was 
very sensitive to the brightness value change and that was the reason that the commission error was 
so high. It should also be noted that the Normalized Ratio algorithm was more sensitive to the 
brightness changes than the Normalized Difference algorithm, and for that reason the saturation was 
more obvious. Concerning the errors, the commission errors were significantly low, since the       
radiometric and the geometric corrections of the images were good. The omission errors were  
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